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Cat In The Hat
This beautiful hardback collectors edition will make the perfect gift for Dr Seuss fans! When the Cat in the Hat steps in on the mat, Sally and her brother are in for a roller-coaster ride of havoc and mayhem!
How do strangers become friends? Ofelia Castillo is searching for a story. While her friends leave their boring Florida town for summer camps and family vacations, she braces for zero excitement. Lane Disanti would like her whole family to kick rocks. Especially her parents, who sent her to live with her grandmother for the summer while they finalize their divorce. Aster Douglas has one summer to figure out how to be a kid. She's been homeschooled by
her grandfather her whole life, and it's easier for her to make a soufflé than a friend. CCat Garcia is hiding a big secret. She's in need of a new troop after she quits the Floras, her local Scouts, without her mother knowing. When fate and longing bring the girls together, it isn't love at first sight. But they soon bond over a shared mission to get the Floras to ditch an outdated tradition. In their quest for justice, independence, and an
unforgettable summer, the girls form their own troop and find something they didn't know they needed: sisterhood.
The Cat in the Hat learns all about cats—wild and domestic—in this feline-focused Cat in the Hat's Learning Library book! Traveling aboard his Kitty-Cat-Copter, the Cat takes Sally and Nick to meet lions in Kenya, tigers in Bangkok, Siamese down the block—learning along the way those traits that all cats share: scratchy tongues, padded paws, sensitive wiskers, sharp claws, and those things unique to different species. With information about the
anatomy and behavior of well-known species and breeds—including lions, tigers, leopards, cheetah, jaguar, ocelots, cougar, American shorthair, Persian, Siamese—and lesser-known ones, like clouded leopards, caracals, Turkish Vans, Scottish folds, American curls, Raga Muffins, and more—there's something here for cat/Cat lovers of all kinds! Fans of the hit PBS Kids show The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That! (which is based on the Cat in the Hat's
Learning Library) won't want to miss this purrfect new addition to the series.
Journey through the fascinating world of the body with everyone's favorite Cat in the Hat! The Cat in the Hat's Learning Library is a nonfiction picture book series that introduces beginning readers ages 5-8 to important basic concepts. Join the Cat in the Hat, Sally and Dick for a ride through the human body where they visit the right and left sides of the brain, meet the Feletons from far off Fadin (when they stand in the sun you can see through
their skin), scuba dive through the blood system, follow food and water through the digestive tract, and a whole lot more! Perfect for readers who are curious about the body and for any kid who loves learning and science. Featuring beloved characters from Dr. Seuss's The Cat in the Hat, the Learning Library are unjacketed hardcover picture books that explore a range of nonfiction topics about the world we live in and include an index, glossary, and
suggestions for further reading.
Dr. Seuss's Book of Colors
The Cat in the Hat's Great Big Flap Book
The Cat in the Hat Song Book
The Cat in the Hat Beginner Book Dictionary
Dr. Seuss' The Cat in the Hat Movie Storybook

Written specifically for children learning how to read with help, this book about the different ways of "stepping" is based on an episode of the hit PBS Kids preschool science show "The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot about That!" Full color.
Just in time for Election Day, this hilarious new Beginner Book featuring Dr. Seuss's Cat in the Hat--and the changes he'd make if elected president of the United States--is perfect for introducing young readers to the White House! Think politics is boring for kids? Think again! If the Cat in the Hat is elected president, life in the White House is about to get a lot more interesting--and funny! The Cat plans to shake things up. On his agenda: To change the shape of the Oval Office (to make it far more OVAL-ER-ER); to
replant the Rose Garden with Seussian shrubbery; to paint smiles on portraits of frowning world leaders; and (among other things) to shoot a SOCK-IT rocket into space to shower the United States with an explosion of socks! Written in rhyme and featuring a cast of characters from The Cat in the Hat and The Cat in the Hat Comes Back, this is the perfect, kid-friendly way to introduce beginning readers to life in the White House AND to the Cat in the Hat. Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage
children to read all by themselves, with simple words and illustrations that give clues to their meaning.
Have a ball with Dr. Seuss and the Cat in the Hat in this classic picture book...but don't forget to clean up your mess! A dreary day turns into a wild romp when this beloved story introduces readers to the Cat in the Hat and his troublemaking friends, Thing 1 and Thing 2. A favorite among kids, parents and teachers, this story uses simple words and basic ryhme to encourage and delight beginning readers. Then he said "That is that." And then he was gone With a tip of his hat. Originally created by Dr. Seuss
himself, Beginner Books are fun, funny, and easy to read. These unjacketed hardcover early readers encourage children to read all on their own, using simple words and illustrations. Smaller than the classic large format Seuss picture books like The Lorax and Oh, The Places You’ll Go!, these portable packages are perfect for practicing readers ages 3-7, and lucky parents too!
As topical today as when it was first published in 1938, this book tells of Bartholomew Cubbins (from Caldecott Honor winner Bartholomew and the Oobleck) and his unjust treatment at the hands of King Derwin. Each time Bartholomew attempts to obey the king’s order to take off his hat, he finds there is another hat on his head. Soon it is Bartholomew’s head that is in danger . . . of being chopped off! While The 500 Hats is one of Dr. Seuss’s earliest works, it is nevertheless totally Seussian, addressing subjects
that we know the good doctor was passionate about: abuse of power (as in Yertle the Turtle), rivalry (as in The Sneetches), and of course, zany good humor!
A Celebration of the 100th Day of School
How Dr. Seuss Wrote The Cat in the Hat
Dr. Seuss' The Cat in the Hat
The Cat and the Rat and the Hat
Strange Birds
This all-new rhymed bilingual edition of "The Cat in the Hat "is the perfect introduction for Spanish-speaking children to the wonderful world of Dr. Seuss. Now in a larger size trim to accommodate the English and the Spanish text, the new translation was written by Puerto Rican poet and children's book author Georgina LAzaro, and by Teresa Mlawer--one of the most respected figures in Spanish publishing. This new rhymed translation retains the fun of the original text, so that both Spanish-speakers and English-speakers can enjoy reading Dr. Seuss story in two languages. Esta
nueva ediciOn bilingUe y rimada de "The Cat in the Hat/El Gato Ensombrerado" es una excelente introducciOn al maravilloso mundo de Dr. Seuss para los niNos hispanohablantes. En un formato mAs grande para poder acomodar el texto en inglEs y en espaNol, esta nueva versiOn ha sido traducida por la autora y poeta puertorriqueNa Georgina LAzaro y por Teresa Mlawer, una de las figuras mAs respetadas del mundo editorial hispano. Esta nueva ediciOn conserva todo el sabor y toda la diversiOn del texto original, para que los niNos que hablan espaNol e inglEs puedan disfrutar
de su lectura en ambos idiomas.
The kids slumped in their chairs Too glum to complain. And to make matters worse, It started to rain . . . The Cat has arrived, and he’s got a hat full of fun to save Conrad and Sally from a boring rainy afternoon. Written in buoyant easy-to-read prose (with more than a few hilarious asides from the pesky Fish), this official movie storybook is packed with full-color photos from the first-ever live-action film of the Dr. Seuss classic, starring Mike Meyers!
When Conrad and Sally are left alone, they think they are in for a boring day - until the Cat in the Hat arrives, bringing mayhem!
Catch the bug buzz and learn all about insects with the Cat in the Hat--a perfect gift for little scientists on Earth Day and every day! The Cat in the Hat's Learning Library is a nonfiction picture book series that introduces beginning readers ages 5-8 to important basic concepts. Find out all you ever wanted to know about insects when the Cat in the Hat and friends get an up-close view of life as a bug. Kids will learn how insects -- from the spittlebug to the honeybee to the moth -- see, smell, communicate, and pollinate, as well as sometimes pester and amaze and generally make life better
for us humans. Featuring beloved characters from Dr. Seuss's The Cat in the Hat, the Learning Library are unjacketed hardcover picture books that explore a range of nonfiction topics about the world we live in and include an index, glossary, and suggestions for further reading.
All About Cats
The Cat in the Hat
If I Had Your Vote--By the Cat in the Hat
The 500 Hats of Bartholomew Cubbins
Two children sitting at home on a rainy day meet the cat in the hat who shows them some tricks and games.
"When the brother and sister from "One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish" visit a pet store to pick a pet, naturally, they can't pick just one. How will they decide?"--.
A collection of songs for beginning singers with cartoon drawings on every page
A visit from a very big cat in a very big hat creates so much excitement that Sally and Conrad forget all about being bored.
CAT IN THE HAT'S LEARNING LIBRARY.
The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot about That!: Hooray for Hair
The Cat in the Hat Comes Back
The Cat in the Hat: Cooking with the Cat
What Pet Should I Get?
The Cat in the HatRH Childrens Books
A lively new picture-book biography of the most beloved children’s book author of all time: Dr. Seuss! Have you ever wondered how the great Dr. Seuss wrote his most famous book? Did you know that for The Cat in the Hat, he wasn’t allowed to make up the fun words he was known for—like OOBLECK and IT-KUTCH and HIPPO-NO-HUNGUS? He was only allowed to use words from a very strict list! This bouncy account of the early career of Dr. Seuss (a.k.a. Ted Geisel) proves that sometimes limitations can be the best inspiration of all. Kid-friendly prose (with Seussian rhyme for Ted’s dialogue) and whimsical
illustrations by award winner Kevin Hawkes recall the work of Dr. Seuss himself. Writing tips from Dr. Seuss and exclusive letters from the author and illustrator, detailing how they created this book, are included!
Part of the Dr Seuss Classic Collection, this mini edition, is available individually. When the Cat in the Hat comes back, he's soon up to his old tricks ably assisted by a team of tiny helpers that he keeps in his hat!
Rhyming text introduces counting, in a text with art from Dr. Seuss books.
The Cat's Quizzer
Dr. Seuss's 1 2 3
The Cat in the Hat: Read & Listen Edition
Dr. Seuss's Beginner Book Collection
The 100 Hats of the Cat in the Hat
Gerald tells of the very unusual animals he would add to the zoo, if he were in charge.
A Halloween-themed story finds Sally and Nick frightened by a colony of tiny cave bats before learning that most bats are harmless.
Where does honey come from? The Cat in the Hat knows that! It comes from bees, and what better way to learn about honey making than to visit inside a hive and see firsthand how it’s done? In this rhymed easy reader based on an episode from the hit PBS Kids TV show The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That!, the Cat, Sally, Nick, and Things One and Two shrink to bee size and learn how bees communicate via dance, collect nectar and spit it into combs,
turn it into honey, and seal the combs with wax. This is a sweet, funny Step into Reading book that kids will gobble up—without realizing they are ingesting an important natural-history lesson!
This simple rhymed riff about color is illustrated with art from some of the most beloved--and colorful--works by Dr. Seuss.
On Beyond Bugs
Have No Fear! Halloween Is Here! (Dr. Seuss/The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot about
How the Grinch Stole Christmas
A Field Guide to Ruffling Feathers
All About Insects

The Cat in the Hat leaves a big pink ring in the tub and moves it from place to place with the help of his alphabet friends. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Have fun with your favourite Dr. Seuss characters as you sing the silliest rhymes and piece together the five zany jigsaw puzzles in this book A fabulous gift pack featuring some of Dr. Seuss's most popular characters. Meet the crazy Cat in the Hat, the meanie Grinch and a host of others, then put together the jigsaws, which include The Cat in the Hat, I Had Trouble in Getting to Solla Sollew, How the Grinch Stole Christmas , Green Eggs and Ham and The Sneetches.
Join the Cat in the Hat as he makes learning to read a joy! It’s a rainy day and Dick and Sally can’t find anything to do . . . until the Cat in the Hat unexpectedly appears and turns their dreary afternoon into a fun-filled extravaganza! This beloved Beginner Book by Dr. Seuss, which also features timeless Dr. Seuss characters such as Fish and Thing 1 and Thing 2, is fun to read aloud and easy to read alone. Written using 236 different words that any first or second grader can read, it’s a fixture in home and school libraries and a favorite among parents,
beginning readers, teachers, and librarians. Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to read all by themselves, with simple words and illustrations that give clues to their meaning. This Read & Listen edition contains audio narration.
A lift-the-flap book presided over by the Cat in the Hat includes counting quizzes, animal sounds, and rhyming games
Imagine That!
Inside Your Outside
What Cat Is That?
And Other Stories
Was the Cat in the Hat Black?
Two children sitting at home on a rainy day are visited by the Cat in the Hat, who shows them some tricks and games.
The Cat in the Hat bakes cupcakes in this simple retelling of a scene from the movie version of Dr. Seuss's classic book.
The riotously funny follow-up to The Cat in the Hat! The Cat is back—along with some surpise friends—in this beloved Beginner Book by Dr. Seuss. Dick and Sally have no time to play. It's winter and they have mountains of snow to shovel. So when the Cat comes to visit, he decides to go inside and to take a bath. No problem, right? Wrong! The pink ring he leaves in the tub creates is a very BIG pink problem when he transfers the stubborn stain from the bath onto Mother's white dress, Dad's shoes, the floors, the walls, and
ultimately, over the entire yard full of snow! Will the kids EVER clean up the mess? You bet they will, with some help from the Cat and his helpers: 26 miniature cats (AKA Little Cats A-Z) who live inside the Cat's hat! This classic Dr. Seuss story is the perfect choice for beginning readers and read-alouds, especially on snow days! Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to read all by themselves, with simple words and illustrations that give clues to their meaning.
Grow your heart three sizes and get in on all of the Grinch-mas cheer with this Christmas classic--the ultimate Dr. Seuss holiday book that no collection is complete without! Every Who down in Who-ville liked Christmas a lot . . . but the Grinch, who lived just north of Who-ville, did NOT! Not since "'Twas the night before Christmas" has the beginning of a Christmas tale been so instantly recognizable. This heartwarming story about the effects of the Christmas spirit will grow even the coldest and smallest of hearts. Like
mistletoe, candy canes, and caroling, the Grinch is a mainstay of the holidays, and his story is the perfect gift for readers young and old. "Irrepressible and irresistible." --Kirkus Reviews
The Complete Cat in the Hat
If I Ran the Zoo
The Cat in the Hat Comes Back!
Step This Way (Dr. Seuss/Cat in the Hat)
The Movie!

"The Cat in the Hat celebrate the 100th Day of School and explains how to count, add, subtract, multiply, and divide the number 100."-The Cat in the Hat plays quiz master by challenging the reader with both entertaining and educational questions such as "Are freckles catching?" and "How old do you have to be to drive a car?"
Racism is resilient, duplicitous, and endlessly adaptable, so it is no surprise that America is again in a period of civil rights activism. A significant reason racism endures is because it is structural: it's embedded in culture and in institutions. One of the places that racism hides-and thus perhaps the best place to oppose it-is books for young people. Was the Cat in the Hat Black? presents five serious critiques of the history and current state of children's literature tempestuous relationship with both implicit and explicit forms of racism. The book fearlessly examines topics both vivid-such as The Cat in the Hat's roots in blackface minstrelsy-and more opaque, like how the children's book
industry can perpetuate structural racism via whitewashed covers even while making efforts to increase diversity. Rooted in research yet written with a lively, crackling touch, Nel delves into years of literary criticism and recent sociological data in order to show a better way forward. Though much of what is proposed here could be endlessly argued, the knowledge that what we learn in childhood imparts both subtle and explicit lessons about whose lives matter is not debatable. The text concludes with a short and stark proposal of actions everyone-reader, author, publisher, scholar, citizen- can take to fight the biases and prejudices that infect children's literature. While Was the Cat in
the Hat Black? does not assume it has all the answers to such a deeply systemic problem, its audacity should stimulate discussion and activism.
Offers five classic Dr. Seuss tales, including the popular story featuring a rainy day visit by the Cat in the Hat.
The Hidden Racism of Children's Literature, and the Need for Diverse Books
All About the Human Body
Occupational Outlook Handbook
Show me the Honey (Dr. Seuss/Cat in the Hat)

A colorful and humorous dictionary of alphabetically arranged words and pictures designed to help children learn to read
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